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Series matchup: No. 2 Magic vs. No. 3 Hawks

Game 1: Hawks at Magic, 8 p.m. ET (Tuesday)

NBA Playoff Blog | Playoff bracket, schedule

Poll: Was week of rest good or bad for Magic?

Rested, healthy and deep, Magic will send Hawks home

What happened to the Orlando Magic? Last we saw them was a week ago, when Dwight Howard was trying to set the 
Guinness record for personal fouls in a playoff series. He would've had a decent shot, too, if the series hadn't been so short. 

The Magic haven't played in so long that I can barely remember which team they swept in the first round. Larry Brown, 
halfway to his next job in Philly, probably can't remember either. The Bobcats played the right way. The Magic played the 
quick and painless way, and have been enjoying a week off for their trouble. 

So while the Cavs, Celtics and Lakers already have 
embarked on their second-round series, the Magic open 
up Round 2 on Tuesday night against the Hawks, winner 
of a seven-game slopfest with the Bucks. Orlando won 
the season series 3-1, dominating its three victories by 
an average margin of 22.3 points. The Magic have won 
six of seven against the Hawks, with Atlanta's lone 
victory coming in the final regular-season matchup on 
Josh Smith's buzzer-beating put-back dunk on March 24. 

The bottom line is that Orlando is the better team in 
every significant area and will be moving on to the 
conference finals for the second straight year; it's just a 
matter of how long it takes. Given the Magic's ability to 
make quick work of the Bobcats in a rare playoff sweep 
of a Brown-coached team, it would appear that Stan Van 

Gundy's group is not fooling around. 

It's worth noting that while the Cavs face the prospect of a long, grueling and physical semifinal series against the Celtics and 
the Lakers were extended to six games by Oklahoma City in the first round, Orlando potentially will have the easiest path to 
the conference finals. Those teams are so closely matched that the slightest advantage will be important. Orlando's 
advantages against the Hawks, however, are too numerous for one of the rising teams in the East to overcome. 

2. Magic (59-23) vs. 3. Hawks (53-29) 

Regular season: Magic won, 3-1. 

First round: Magic beat Bobcats 4-0. Hawks beat Bucks 4-3. 

Key stat 

Magic: Jameer Nelson was dominant against the Bobcats, averaging 23.8 points, and will be an impossible matchup for Mike 
Bibby. Mike Woodson might need to turn to 6-foot-7 shooting guard Joe Johnson to slow the Magic's prolific point guard. 

Hawks: A 76 percent foul-shooting team in the regular season, the Hawks shot only 69 percent from the stripe in four regular-
season games against the Magic. Simply put, the Hawks can't win this series shooting free throw like that. 

Key players 

Magic: Howard. Orlando was good enough to beat the Bobcats with Howard 
in constant foul trouble, and will be good enough to beat the Hawks under 
the same circumstances. But it's time for Howard to eliminate the silly 
frustration fouls because the same statement will not be true in the next two 
rounds. 

Hawks: Jamal Crawford. The NBA's Sixth Man of the Year is fresh off the 
first victorious playoff series of his nine-year career. With Orlando 
determined to trap Johnson and get the ball out of his hands, Crawford will 
need to make the Magic pay for that strategy down the stretch if the games 
are close. Crawford has a lot of drawbacks, but he's capable of heating up at 
a moment's notice and winning a game by himself. 
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SI.com: Another prediction -- Magic in five

 

 

Wing studs Vince Carter and Joe Johnson will play 

pivotal roles in the series. (Getty Images) 
 

Key Matchup: Matt Barnes vs. Johnson. The Magic held Johnson to 19.3 
points per game in the regular season, two points below his season 

average. Barnes' combination of length and quickness can slow Johnson down, but the Magic will need to trap Johnson early 
in the shot clock to get the ball out of his hands, then make him beat them with low-percentage shots late in the clock. It will 
be good practice for whichever sniper they face in the conference finals, LeBron James or Paul Pierce. 

Subplots: Howard has been given a new nickname by his teammates -- "Foul On You" -- and his blogging about how he's 
being officiated cost him $35,000 in the first round. Health-wise, Orlando is dealing with another ankle injury to important 
reserve Mickael Pietrus, whose status for Game 1 is in doubt. The Magic also must be wary of the rust factor following an 
eight-day layoff. Though they recovered, the Hawks' home loss in Game 5 against Milwaukee was a disturbing sign that this 
team still isn't quite ready for prime time in the postseason. Even in staving off elimination in Game 6 at Milwaukee, the Hawks 
struggled offensively with their one-dimensional isolation game and were at times a bickering mess on the floor. Lurking 
around the corner is Johnson's impending free agency and the status of Woodson, who is without a contract for next season. 

Berger's take: When the Hawks defend well and get transition baskets 
out of their defense, they are a dangerous team. It only happens in 
spurts, though, and spurts will not be enough against the experienced, 
deep and dangerous Magic. Johnson will have to carry the load 
offensively, but he'll need some help. Look for Atlanta to borrow the 
Bobcats' script and try to get Howard off the floor again with foul 
trouble. But even if they're successful in that pursuit, Orlando is too 
sound a defensive team for Atlanta's 90 isolation plays a game to be 
even remotely effective. The Hawks will need to move without the ball 
and swing it from side to side for easier entry passes to Al Horford and 
Josh Smith. The problem is, ball movement has been the Hawks' 
weakness all season. Teams can't just flip a switch and play a different 
way in a playoff series. 

Just as he was for Charlotte, Nelson will be a huge problem for the 
Hawks. When Nelson is playing at a high level, the Magic are almost 
unbeatable because they have so many other weapons. As pleased as 
Van Gundy was with Nelson's performance in the first round, you have 
to believe he would like his point guard to find a way to get Vince Carter 
involved in the offense. Carter was a nonfactor in the Bobcats series. 
Orlando needs him to play an important role late in games if they're 
going to get back to the NBA Finals. 

Howard dominated the regular-season meetings, averaging 21.5 points 
and 16.8 rebounds in the four games. If he puts up those kind of 
numbers, and if Nelson is getting into the teeth of the Hawks' defense 
off the dribble, it will be a frustrating series for Atlanta. And given the 
makeup of the team that was on display during adverse moments of the 
Milwaukee series, this is not a team that handles adversity within 
games well. The Hawks have, however, shown an impressive 
propensity to bounce back from poor performances from game to 

game, as they did by winning the final two against the Bucks after facing a 3-2 deficit. Every year under Woodson, the Hawks 
have taken another positive step, increasing their victory totals each season and making a little more noise in the playoffs. But 
the Hawks just aren't ready for this challenge, and it will bring the organization to a crossroads when it's over with the future of 
Johnson and Woodson both unsettled. 

Prediction: Magic in 5. 

 
For more from Ken Berger, check him out on Twitter: @KBerg_CBS 
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